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Anchoring a Base 

 

Once I have pieced my base and tacked the seams open, I like to take another step to secure it to a light weight base, to 

give it a bit more body and to stabilize it for further decoration.  

The initial backing needs to be very light weight 

but still stable enough to keep its shape. I often 

use Harem Cloth , which is a very light plain 

woven cotton, (available here)... more dense 

than cheesecloth but thinner than most quilting 

fabrics. Very much like light  Indian cotton. 

Lightweight cotton blouse fabric works well as 

well as sheer cotton curtain cloth.  You can use 

the lightest, not too tightly woven fabric you 

have on hand. Very thin linen can work nicely. 

I again use  that invisible baste to attach the 

patchwork base to the thin layer, stitching all the 

way across at 1/2" or up to 1"intervals. This 

connects the 2 layers and makes them seem like 

one.  This extra layer gives your cloth body and 

makes it much more accepting of additional stitch. It can also act as batting in my thinnest cloths.  Video 

If I feel that my composition may expand, I cut my backing larger than the initial patchwork component. This way I can 

add more later or attach it to another piece.  Sometimes I also use small leftover scraps of the lightweight backing and 

just collage them to the back if I don’t have a big enough piece.  

The invisible baste is adjusted for this step by making a much longer stitch, as long as an inch, on the back. It is not 

necessary to make the stitches smaller, and this makes this step go quite quickly.  

For me, building a cloth is all about managing layers.  The first step in this process, for a patchwork cloth is to press the 

seams open, which helps manage the thickness at the seams. Then the basting of the seams compresses them and 

brings them back to the feel of one layer of cloth. The next is to baste the whole piece to a very thin stabilizer. As I work, 

I may cut away sections from the back to even out the surface but working with thinner, softer fabrics in general makes 

this less necessary.  The needle can always move freely. I do not use puffy batting for an embellished cloth. 

 

This little invisible stitch can be done with any color. I use one strand of floss, from the thread nest. I like the random 

variation of little colored dots when they do show. And it is a great way to use of thread ends... 

http://www.dharmatrading.com/html/eng/3445-AA.shtml
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAcIvc2wvz4

